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and then there is assange. wikileaks right now is functioning as a normal investigative journalism service, not just a bunch of hackers. the difference is that for normal investigative journalism, the balance between exposing things people don;t want exposed (like the contracts for civilian drone strikes, which are great to know about, but not a good thing to be doing them in that detail) and exposing things people do want exposed (like the contents of the diplomatic cables) is about right. in this case, wikileaks has started having the same problems
as mainstream journalism, with some of the more critical leaks, like the cia hacking into brazilian servers, getting out there too early, exposing the coverup before wikileaks was ready. also, while they are great at breaking scoops, they arent so great at keeping them under wraps. which is made even worse by the fact that wikileaks has a bunch of leakers who dont speak english, and have intentionally sabotaged the wikileaks servers in the past, so its difficult to know if theyre being accurate. but that doesnt seem to be a problem now. how good
a correlation is this with the promotion value? my only thought is that you want a criterion that has little/no correlation with the promotion value. if you want to make sure that two groups are really comparable on the criterion, then you can do that with the correlation coefficient, which is a measure of how much the criterion is correlated with your independent variable. the higher the correlation, the more the criterion is biased. its good to have a control group, and its good to be explicit about getting a correlation like this and separating out the

flaws that come with having a control group. but now comes the interesting question: is there any difference between two groups when there are no control groups?
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